Project Management Preparation for real world, public speaking. This course was the most practical/beneficial class for me in CS when it came to preparation for life after college.

Learning through practice how to use collaborative development tools (Source Control, Bug Tracking, etc.) necessary in a group environment.

Learning what the CS major does in a real work environment. The procedures & tools to use and tackle real problems.

This course offered an opportunity to learn about what we need to go up the management level of the career. Not only communication skills, but also the ability of viewing a project as a whole. This course should be offered regularly to people who are interested in being leaders and managers in this field in the future.
* Great example of real-world working
* Very great chance for group work
* A one of the best classes for preparing me for a job

The class is one of a small number of courses that talk about working in groups, management, and life in the professional world. Such topics are really important and I would like to see them taught to future students.

Working as a group. Even the failures of this system of project development were very helpful. It stresses the importance of technical and non-technical communication.

This course emphasizes communication skill and practical software development skills. Having done few IT internships this course is very valuable in corporate world. It is an essential course in C.S. dept.

Presentation skills were improved
Peer-to-peer skills
Very beneficial course